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In order to predict the laminar/turbulent transition on a hypersonic vehicle forebody at Mach numbers 4 and 6, the three-dimensional (3D)
modal linear stability analysis is applied, coupled with the eN method.
Nevertheless, N factors are unknown for wind tunnel conditions. Experimental investigations have been carried out on a §at plate in the
blowdown wind tunnel T-313 of ITAM RAS (Novosibirsk). At M∞ = 2
to 6, the position of laminar/turbulent transition was measured by both
Pitot tube and thermocouples. Then, stability analysis allows computing N factors at transition on the §at plate: they are about 3 ∼ 4,
typical of conventional wind tunnels. These §at plate correlations can
then be used to predict the transition on the forebody in the same wind
tunnel. Experiments for the forebody are currently in progress and will
allow checking the predicted transition location.

1

INTRODUCTION

The prediction of laminar/turbulent transition in hypersonic §ow is still a challenging task after half a century of intensive research, both experimental and
computational. The recent regain of interest for hypersonic air-breathing
scramjet-powered vehicles has led to consider the laminar/turbulent transition
prediction from an engineering point of view, in particular, on full scale 3D
realistic con¦gurations. At the moment, the only method of industrial application, taking into account theoretically (although incompletely) the destabilizing
mechanisms, is the modal linear stability theory (LST). Local or nonlocal (i. e.,
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parabolised stability equations (PSE)) theories may be applied as well [1]. They
both rely on the eN method and are of comparable e©ciency in predicting the
position of transition: their di¨erence for a given N may be of the same order
of magnitude as the uncertainty on the value of N itself at the transition position. The real interest of nonlocal theories is to open the way for nonlinear
theories that allow a deeper understanding of the transition processes. Magnitude N ≈ 10 is a currently accepted value for the transition to occur in §ight
conditions. In wind tunnels, this value may be decreased dramatically, and is a
priori unknown.
The object of this paper is to show how N factors can be obtained from §at
plate transition measurements in a given wind tunnel and how they can be used
for the transition prediction on a 3D forebody.
Experiments were conducted in the blowdown wind tunnel T-313 of ITAM
RAS. Transition data on a §at plate have been obtained by V. Kornilov [2] at
various Mach and Reynolds numbers. The method and results, together with
the N factors determination are reported in section 2. Section 3 describes the
mean §ow and stability analysis for a hypersonic forebody in the T-313 conditions, and the transition prediction is discussed. Section 4 gives conclusions and
perspectives for experimental investigations on the forebody in T-313 conditions.

2

FLAT PLATE EXPERIMENTS AND ASSOCIATED
N FACTORS

2.1

Experimental Setup and Transition Results

The blowdown wind tunnel T-313 has a 0.6×0.6 m test section and a Mach number range 27. Experiments were carried out on a §at plate with the leading edge
having a small bluntness thickness b equal to 0.05 mm. The plate is equipped
with 31 holes for static pressure measurement, and with 59 CrC thermocouples.
Flow parameters are:
 M∞ = 2 to 6;
 Ttot = 300 to 400 K;
 Ptot = 1.2 to 9.4 bar;
 Reu = 11 · 106 and 16 · 106 1/m; and
 zero angle of attack.
The laminar/turbulent transition position is detected using a Pitot tube by
the change in total pressure measured in the boundary layer. The Pitot tube is
considered to lie on the surface when the electrical contact is established. The
tube is then moved downstream over the surface. In the present study, a Pitot
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tube with a 0.2-millimeter §attened
tip has been used. The same technique will be used to detect the transition on the forebody. The tube
measures the average total pressure
over its diameter.
A previous
study [3] has shown that the size of
the tips has some e¨ect on the detection of the beginning of transition,
but not the end of transition, as
shown in Fig. 1. The end of transition can be also detected by the Figure 1 Distribution of normalized Pitot
maximum in temperature distribu- pressure depending on the size of the tube:
tion. A comparison between Pitot 1 ¡ h = 0.62 mm; 2 ¡ 0.50; 3 ¡ 0.40;
tube and thermocouples measure- and 4 ¡ h = 0.17 mm (M∞ = 2, Reu
6
ments shows a good agreement. An = 20 · 10 1/m) [3]
example is given in Fig. 2 for M∞ =
2.5. Main results of experiments are shown in Fig. 3. The transition Reynolds
number increases both with the free stream Mach number and with the unit
Reynolds number. This behavior is well known and agrees with other measurements on §at plate [46].

Figure 2 Distribution of normalized
wall temperature at M∞ = 2.5. The arrow shows the end of transition measured
by Pitot tube

2.2

Figure 3 Transition on §at plate in
T-313: 1 ¡ Reu = 11 · 106 1/m; and
2 ¡ Reu = 16 · 106 1/m. Empty signs
refer to the beginning and ¦lled to the
end of transition

N Factor Computation

In the calculations presented hereafter, the wall is supposed to be adiabatic, in
thermal equilibrium with the §ow. The mean §ow pro¦les are obtained from
245
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Figure 4 Illustration of determining Nbeginning and Nend of transition for di¨erent
frequencies at M∞ = 3: 1 ¡ 10 kHz; 2 ¡ 20; 3 ¡ 30; and 4 ¡ 40 kHz
LevyLees self-similar solution with fully variable thermodynamic and transport properties. The e¨ect of leading edge bluntness is neglected. The pro¦les
equidistant with a 5-millimeter step are discretized with 500 points normal to
the wall. The ¦rst pro¦le is at a distance of 5 mm from the leading edge.
The LST is applied to the mean §ow for several frequencies, in a fully compressible formalism, using a 3D stability code developed at ICARE [7]. For each
frequency f , the envelope method is applied to select the direction ψ = ψM of
propagation of the most unstable 3D disturbances. The ampli¦cation rates αi
are then integrated to obtain the local total ampli¦cation and, hence,
the N factor:
N (x, f ) =

Zx

x0

Figure 5 The N factor for beginning (1)
and end (2) of transition on a §at plate, T313: closed symbols ¡ Reu = 16 · 106 and
open symbols ¡ Reu = 11 · 106
246

−αi (x)

ψ=ψM

dx .

The procedure to obtain N factors for the beginning and end of
transition is illustrated in Fig. 4 for
the case M∞ = 3 and Reu = 11 ·
106 1/m: having drawn the N (x, f )
curves for several selected frequencies, a straight line (dashed in Fig. 4)
is positioned to envelope the curves.
The intersection of this line with the
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experimentally determined position of beginning and end of transition gives the
corresponding N factors.
At the beginning and end of experimental transition (see Fig. 3), N factors
have been found in the range 2.44.6 (Fig. 5), typical of conventional wind tunnels. From M∞ = 4 to 5, the main destabilizing process for the §at plate is
changed from oblique 1st mode (TS-like waves) to acoustic straight 2nd mode in
Mack£s classi¦cation [8]. This explains the nonmonotonic behavior of N factors
observed in Fig. 5.

3
3.1

TRANSITION ON THE FOREBODY IN T-313:
NUMERICAL PREDICTION
Mean Flow Computations

The full-scale forebody is about
1.3 m long and has a blunt-nose of
radius 5 mm. Upper and lower faces
are plane, with angles +5◦ and −4◦
(Fig. 6). A 1:3 scaled model will be
tested in the blowdown wind tunnel
T-313. The mean §ow computation
and the stability analysis are done
for the wind tunnel conditions, gathered in Table 1.
The mean §ow around the Figure 6 Forebody for a hypersonic vehicle
forebody is computed with the
NavierStokes commercial code FLUENT R . The numerical procedure and §ow
topology are described in detail in [9, 10]. An overview of the 2 · 106 grid cells
computational mesh is shown in Fig. 7. NavierStokes computations are used
also to prepare experiments for such real 3D geometry. For example, Pitot tube
measurements require knowing the boundary layer thickness in order to choose
correctly the tips as explained in subsection 1.1. Maps of the boundary layer
thickness de¦ned by the total enthalpy criterion (as proposed by Kimmel et
al. [11]) are given in Fig. 8 for M∞ = 4 and 6.

Table 1 Flow parameters for the simulation of T-313 test conditions
M∞
4
6

Pst , Pa
6617
511

Tst , K
66.9
48.7

Ptot , bar
10
8

Ttot , K
282
400

Reu · 106 , 1/m
48
9.4
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Figure 7 Overview of computational mesh

Figure 8 Thickness of boundary layer at M∞ = 4 and 6. (Refer Orlik et al., p. 248.)
3.2

Stability Analysis

The modal linear stability analysis of the §ow on this forebody is performed
using the same code as for the §at plate. Anyway, the mean §ow is now 3D
and the ampli¦cation rate has two components αi and βi in the streamwise and
transversal directions. It is assumed in the calculations that unstable waves are
ampli¦ed in the direction ψ of the group velocity. This gives the closure relation
for the dispersion relation in the spatial theory [12]:
 
βi
ψ = tan−1
.
(1)
αi
The most interesting feature revealed by the stability analysis is the change in
the nature of instabilities from Mack£s oblique 1st mode at M∞ = 4 to cross§ow
instability at M∞ = 6 (Fig. 9).
This can be observed in Fig. 10 where the angle of propagation of the most
unstable waves ψM is always less than 80◦ at M∞ = 4 and reaches higher values
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near the nose at M∞ = 6 indicating local cross§ow instability. This is related to the
topology of the §ow which
converges towards the symmetry plane and creates counterrotating longitudinal vortices.
This has been illustrated and
discussed in the 2nd EUCASS
conference [13].
Moreover,
since the absolute value of the
ampli¦cation rate αi is higher,
the §ow is more unstable at
M∞ = 4 than at M∞ = 6.
3.3

Figure 9 The 3D mean §ow: illustration of
streamwise (TS) and cross§ow instability

N Factor Computations on the Three-Dimensional Geometry

To be coherent with the choice of the local ampli¦cation direction Eq. (1), the
integration path must be tangent to the group velocity in the computation of N
factors:
Zs q
α2i + βi2 dξ .
N (s, f ) = max
ψ

s0

The numerical procedure is described in detail in [7, 10].
Computed N factors for M∞ = 4 and 6 are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. At M∞ = 4, the predicted transition based on §at plate data should be
close to the nose, as N factors reach quickly values higher than 4. At M∞ = 6,
predicted transition should be again close to the nose (Fig. 12a), but in the
integration process, both 1st modes (TS-like waves) and cross§ow modes which
are of di¨erent nature are summed up (see Fig. 9). Partial subtracting of the
leading edge cross§ow instability (ψM < 85◦ , Fig. 12b, or ψM < 80◦ , Fig. 12c)
moves signi¦cantly the transition position downstream.

4

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND PERSPECTIVES

Experimental transition data on a §at plate in the T-313 wind tunnel have been
obtained for the Mach number range 2 to 6. The stability analysis indicates that
N factors at transition are about 2.44.6.
Regarding future tests on a forebody model in T-313, the following conclusions and previsions can be drawn: at M∞ = 4, the transition position is expected
249
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Figure 10 Computed ampli¦cation rates and direction of the most ampli¦ed waves
at M∞ = 4 (a) and M∞ = 6 (b). (Refer Orlik et al., p. 250.)
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Figure 11 N factor of transition at M∞ = 4. (Refer Orlik et al., p. 251.)

Figure 12 N factor of transition at M∞ = 6. (Refer Orlik et al., p. 251.)
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close to the nose. Situation is less clear at M∞ = 6 since the predicted transition
depends on the amount of cross§ow instability taken into account in the calculation of N factors. Further comparison between calculated and experimental
transition will help to get more speci¦c information on this question.
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